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If I'd known it was over
Felt the wind blow colder
Heard the laughter slowing
Seen the heartaches growing
Love slipped away, day after day
If I could turn back the pages
Somehow read the changes
Try to touch your heart
Before we walk away and it falls apart
Just one more try
Don't let it come down to good bye

Slow down the night
Make this moment last a lifetime long
Slow down this heart
Racing through the past
Too restless to hold on
My world is in your arms
So Hold me tight and we can
Slow down the night
We Can slow down, slow down the night

I never saw the danger
Time that made us strangers
Let the shadows gather
With each dream we'd shatter
Love disappeared, year after year
If I could turn back the tide
And keep the fire alive
Forget what used to be
Before our love is only a memory
Just one more chance
To hold the future in our hands

Slow Down the night
Make this moment last a lifetime long
Slow down this heart
Racing through the past
Too restless to hold on
My world is in your arms
So Hold me tight and we can
Slow down the night
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We can slow down, slow down the night

I Was the last to remember
You were the last to forget
Can't you feel my heart break
Feel my heart break
Across a mile of regrets

(Repeat Chorus)
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